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On average, consumers spent 11,379 Euros on a kitchen last year according to  
market research institute GfK. This sounds promising. But at Nolte Küchen we also 
know about the challenges retailers are facing. To support and provide purchasing 
incentives is our aim, love of the product our motivation.

In this brochure we present innovations that will keep your offering attractive  
throughout. The motto is: “For the love of …”.  All products shown are the result of a 
detailed analysis of our existing ranges and the current market situation.

We have enhanced our portfolio in such a way that allows you to implement trends 
flexibly. With ARTLINE, for example, you now also find fronts with a fluted wood  
look in price group 2. We have extended neoLODGE accordingly.

With CANTERA we launch a genuine stone range. Read here which of the now  
20 shades in our mat lacquer concept matches it particularly well and how you can 
combine the rough finish to great effect. Speaking of mat lacquer: two of our frame 
doors are now also available for hande-free designs, helping you create a new  
look for the contemporary country style! But see for yourself …

We would like to wish you lots of success with our Innovations 2024!

The golden M  
guarantees  
proven quality,  
safety and healthy  
home living.

Voted yet again as Germany's favourite  
kitchen brand as well as the favourite 
supplier for kitchen furniture. 

We produce in Germany –  
also officially certified  
by the Verband Deutsche 
Möbelindustrie  
Deutschland e.V., the 
association of the German 
furniture industry. 

We take the responsibility for our  
environment and the future of coming  
generations very seriously. This makes  
us especially proud to hold several  
certifications in this context!

For you, for the love of the product

Melanie Thomann-Bopp  
Managing Director

Rüdiger Schliekmann  
Managing Director

INNOVATIONS 2024

Experience the  
INNOVATIONS 2024 
on a 360° tour of the  

NOLTE FORUM.

https://www.nolte-kuechen.com/en-gb/service/manufacturer-showroom
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…Kitchens  
        that simply fit
For 65 years now kitchens have been our passion – with  
everything that entails. Carefully matched components for 
ever-new combinations are our ingredients for your success. 
The dedication behind our work is expressed in our motto  
“For the love of …”, which also draws attention to the many 
facets of the kitchen. After all, what perfect rooms require  
more than anything else is this: love for detail!

For the love
of…
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50 % less energy use: highly efficient 
LED-strips for up to three lines of light 
are available by choice with new rail  
system MotionLINE. The black profile 
with integrated converter also offers 
room for design shelves, knife holders 
or USB-chargers.

Integrated lighting makes the shelves  
look more homely too.

The new colour jura beige for the worktop  
embodies elegance on top.

Always the perfect groove

You will be familiar with fluted wood fronts through our  
trend-setter neoLODGE. In keeping with custom, we now  
offer you ARTLINE as a low-priced alternative in wood decor. 
For even more flexibility a light variant complements the  
dark one: in our homely, minimalistic kitchen Stripe wood  
crema harmonises with FEEL in magnolia soft mat.  
The fascinating interplay of lines has a dynamic effect.  
Slightly deeper tall units rise to the ceiling from the  
row of base units while open shelves are an eyecatcher 
among the door fronts in the dining area.

… structured  
      design

ARTLINE Stripe wood crema  
FEEL Magnolia soft mat
 

ARTLINE 546 - Stripe wood crema • FEEL 962 - Magnolia soft mat
Carcase AWD - Magnolia • Worktop S04 - Jura beige • End panels 
SCR - Stripe wood crema • finger pull 560 - Stainless-steel look
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The texture of the cream-coloured 
door variant matches the chosen 
shade of brown. Also quite generally, 
CANTERA is a perfect match for mat 
lacquer as its surface not only looks, 
but also feels like a sandy limestone. 
Rough and smooth finishes are  
opposites that ideally complement 
each other.

Attractive mix   
of look and feel

These two are virtually made for each other: genuine  
stone door front CANTERA in sand lime cream with  
matching decors for the environment meets SOFT LACK in 
sepia brown soft mat. With the plain colour our versatile 
mat lacquer concept is expanded with a dark brown, 
which is currently in high demand. In this stripped-down 
design the new shade provides the fitting framework. 
Also new are the dimensions of the connecting door.  
For more comfort, we have added further widths. 75 cm 
provide sufficient space, for instance, to meet the needs 
of wider-type refrigerators.

… modern  
         classics

CANTERA Sand lime cream  
SOFT LACK Sepia brown soft mat
 

CANTERA 504 - Sand lime cream • SOFT LACK 76U - Sepia brown soft mat  
Carcase GTD - Graphite • Worktop A23 - Walnut cuba   
End panels LMU - Lacquer, sepia brown soft mat / SNC - Sand lime cream  
Handleless MatrixArt 595 - Stainless-steel look
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Setting the stage for  
Caramel and Manganese 
bronze

Our mat lacquer concept shows itself from its best side: 
Sepia brown is joined by caramel soft mat as a light and 
airier counterpart. This means that now you can work  
with an even broader palette of popular browns. In this 
handle-free kitchen white not only provides a beautiful 
contrast but also sets the stage for yet another innovation: 
the MatrixART handle rails are now also available in 
manganese bronze. You can use them as accents and to 
create elegant links to the new caramel shade.

Caramel soft mat makes for great 
combinations with other plain colours 
and looks good with many wood  
tones too. The mat lacquer concept 
allows you to colour coordinate 
details, such as plinths or side panels. 
Thus, you can achieve a harmonious 
look in every style, right down to  
the walls.

… warm  
      shades

SOFT LACK Caramel soft mat 
SOFT LACK White soft mat
 

SOFT LACK 762 - Caramel soft mat • SOFT LACK 76W - White soft mat 
Carcase PWD - White • Worktop U22 - White PRO • End panels LMW -  
Lacquer, white soft mat • Handleless MatrixArt 791 - Manganese bronze
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Oak ventura is a warm, feel-good 
wood tone. The synchronous pore 
finish gives knots and the subtle grain 
an authentic appearance. The en-
vironment perfectly matches the front. 
This results in versatile options for 
modern kitchen designs that can be 
realised also with smaller budgets.

The oak trend continues

Our ARTWOOD range stands for absolutely realistic wood decors in  
the lower price segment. With the new front variant, oak ventura,  
we react to feedback from our trade partners. Its rustic appearance  
corresponds with many wooden floors and is therefore in high demand.  
Here, we have combined the decor with FINE LACK in high-gloss white.  
Used across worktops, recess panels, the bar top and shelves, oak  
ventura becomes the linking element in an efficient U-shaped kitchen  
with lots of storage space.

… unique 
   natural products

FINE LACK High-gloss white  
ARTWOOD Oak ventura
 

FINE LACK 521 - High-gloss white • ARTWOOD 22V - Oak ventura
Carcase PWD - White • Worktop E44 - Oak ventura 
End panels EVA - Oak ventura • Visible sides G79 - Gloss white  
Handle combination 845 - Stainless-steel look
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Favourite spot   
for the coffee break

Stripe wood coffee is the dark variant for ARTLINE. Feel free to 
use lines and unit dimensions in a creative way to spice up the 
design! The decor goes well with the popular muted colours. 
Here, the combination with PLUS in lava soft mat is responsible 
for the trendy appearance. Its anti-fingerprint finish makes the 
front very easy to clean. The island with Matrix900 is the com-
municative centre of the kitchen. Black worktops and base units 
on low plinths result in a premium, contemporary look.

Chrome or black soap dispensers 
match the respective sink and are 
an ideal addition to your kitchen 
design, which offers great value 
for money.

… stylish natural 
   authenticity

Details make all the difference. The new  
LED ring lights show off ARTLINE to its  
best advantage in the recess with shelves. 

ARTLINE Stripe wood coffee 
PLUS Lava soft mat
 

ARTLINE 547 - Stripe wood coffee • PLUS 60L - Lava soft mat 
Carcase GTD - Graphite • End panels SCO - Stripe wood coffee /  
SAL - Lava soft mat AFP • Worktop U23 - Black PRO
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… tasteful design 
   made to last

INNOVATIONS 2024

The dividing element in the transition to the 
living area also benefits from the fronts’ positive 
properties. Here, we have incorporated a new 
unit for mobile working. The compact home 
office is accompanied by storage space for 
folders on both sides. After work it vanishes  
behind the desk flap in no time!

Symbiosis of  
cooking, living and working

Home office in the morning, 3-star restaurant at noon, sociable gathering place 
in the evenings: this is how versatile a kitchen can be! Our furniture allows you 
to react flexibly to any requirement – in every price group. Here, we used  
CANTERA in sand lime lava grey and combined the dark variant of our new 
genuine stone range, which you can offer clients as an alternative to cement 
front PORTLAND, with PLUS in graphite soft mat. This constellation of still  
popular shades of grey is not only visually attractive. The rough, limestone-like 
finish of CANTERA creates a tangible contrast with PLUS and its velvety surface, 
where fingerprints luckily remain invisible.

CANTERA Sand lime lava grey  
SOFTLACK Graphite soft mat
 

CANTERA 505 - Sand lime lava grey • PLUS 60G - Graphite soft mat  
Carcase GTD - Graphite • Worktop S02 - Sand lime lava grey 
End panels SNL - Real stone, sand lime lava grey / SAG - Graphite soft mat AFP 
Rail handle R50 - Black 
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New look for the   
modern country style

In our mat lacquer concept, we cover all styles and colour  
trends, allowing you to combine elements to your heart’s content.  
Now, however, you are even more flexible: it is possible to  
configure handle-free country style kitchens! MatrixART enables  
a totally new, highly contemporary interpretation of classic  
kitchens for design-oriented customers. LUGANO LACK, shown  
in black soft mat, and FRAME LACK are our first frame doors 
available for this option. Light wood shades, glass and metal  
are further ingredients for premium designs. 

… timeless  
  colours

The new glass cabinets with 
frames in Manganese Bronze 
are joined by the new, colour  
matched handle rails, which 
you can equip with ambient 
lighting and thus emphasise. 
Lamps on the new rail system 
MotionLINE provide well-aimed 
task lighting in the work area.

LUGANO LACK Black soft mat  
LEGNO Oak champagne
 

LUGANO LACK F18 - Black soft mat • LEGNO 59C - Oak champagne
Carcase QGD - Quartz grey • Worktop - Ceramic (on site)
End panels ERZ - Lacquer, reproduction ash, black soft mat 
Handeless MatrixArt 791 - Manganese bronze
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Fronts 2024 
Completely new to our range is ARTLINE in its grooved  
wood look. Available from as low as price group 2,  
ARTLINE gives you new creative options at gateway price 
level. Highlights among the line-up of fronts are also  
our new on-trend colours of caramel and sepia brown –  
adding two further natural colour shades to our mat  
lacquer concept – as well as the new CANTERA real  
stone front.

PG6 / T24 TORINO LACK 
Genuine lacquer soft mat

PG6 / F30 FRAME LACK 
Genuine lacquer soft mat

PG3 / P14 PLUS 
Laminate mat AFP

PG6 / W10 WINDSOR LACK 
Genuine lacquer soft mat

PG3 / F20 FOCUS 
3D lacquered laminate mat

PG6 / T24 TORINO LACK 
Genuine lacquer soft mat

PG3 / P15 PORTO 
3D lacquered laminate mat

22V Oak ventura

Surrounding elements: 
D1 EVA Oak ventura 
(visible sides, shelves, plinths,  
end panels)

PG6 / F30 FRAME LACK 
Genuine lacquer soft mat

PG2 / A20 ARTLINE 
Melamine resin mat/gloss

PG2 / A19 ARTWOOD 
Melamine resin mat

PG6 / W10 WINDSOR LACK 
Genuine lacquer soft mat

PG2 / A20 ARTLINE 
Melamine resin mat/gloss

PG7 / L35 LUGANO LACK 
Real ash/genuine lacquer soft mat

PG4 / S19 SOFT LACK 
Genuine lacquer soft mat

PG7 / L35 LUGANO LACK 
Real ash/genuine lacquer soft mat

PG4 / S19 SOFT LACK 
Genuine lacquer soft mat

PG6 / C32 CANTERA 
Real stone

PG6 / C32 CANTERA 
Real stone

ANTI- 
FINGERPRINT

C39 Caramel soft mat

Surrounding elements: 
D4 LM2 Lacquer, caramel soft mat 
(visible sides, shelves, plinths,  
light pelmets/cornices, end panels)

A40 Sepia brown soft mat

Surrounding elements: 
D4 LMU Lacquer, sepia brown soft mat 
(visible sides, shelves, plinths,  
light pelmets/cornices, end panels)

60B Black green soft mat

Surrounding elements: 
D3 SAB Laminate AFP,  
black green soft mat 
(end panels)

832 Magnolia soft mat

Surrounding elements: 
D1 AWD Magnolia 
(carcase, shelves, plinths,  
light pelmets/cornices, end panels)

C40 Sepia brown soft mat

Surrounding elements: 
D4 LMU Lacquer, sepia brown soft mat 
(visible sides, shelves, plinths,  
light pelmets/cornices, end panels)

81G Graphite soft mat

Surrounding elements: 
D1 GTD Graphite 
(carcase, shelves, plinths,  
light pelmets/cornices, end panels)

72U Sepia brown soft mat

Surrounding elements: 
D4 LMU Lacquer, sepia brown soft mat 
(visible sides, shelves, plinths,  
light pelmets/cornices, end panels)

A39 Caramel soft mat

Surrounding elements: 
D4 LM2 Lacquer, caramel soft mat 
(visible sides, shelves, plinths,  
light pelmets/cornices, end panels)

546 Stripe wood crema

Surrounding elements: 
D2 SCR Stripe wood crema 
(end panels)

547 Stripe wood coffee

Surrounding elements: 
D2 SCO Stripe wood coffee 
(end panels)

505 Sandstone lava grey

Surrounding elements: 
D6 SNL Real stone, sandstone lava grey 
(end panels)

504 Sandstone cream

Surrounding elements: 
D6 SNC Real stone, sandstone cream 
(end panels)

72M Caramel soft mat

Surrounding elements: 
D4 LM2 Lacquer, caramel soft mat 
(visible sides, shelves, plinths,  
light pelmets/cornices, end panels)

F39 Caramel soft mat

Surrounding elements: 
D4 ER2 Lacquer,  
reproduction ash, caramel soft mat  
(visible sides, shelves, plinths,  
light pelmets/cornices, end panels)

762 Caramel soft mat

Surrounding elements: 
D4 LM2 Lacquer, caramel soft mat 
(visible sides, shelves, plinths,  
light pelmets/cornices, end panels)

F40 Sepia brown soft mat

Surrounding elements: 
D4 ERU Lacquer,  
reproduction ash, sepia brown soft mat 
(visible sides, shelves, plinths,  
light pelmets/cornices, end panels)

76U Sepia brown soft mat

Surrounding elements: 
D4 LMU Lacquer, sepia brown soft mat 
(visible sides, shelves, plinths,  
light pelmets/cornices, end panels)
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All colour options from the 
mat lacquer concept

All colour options from the 
mat lacquer concept

Handle 227

Handle 8BB

Handle 228

Handle 229

Knob 149

Manganese bronze, metal
 16 mm

Knob 154

Stainless steel look, metal
 16 mm

Black, metal

Knob 159

Black, metal
 32 mm

Knob 153

Black, metal
 128 mm

Brass look, metal
 160 mm

Handle 7BA

Handle 234

Stainless steel look, metal
 160 mm

Black, metal
 160 mm

Handle 226

Handle 233

Black, metal
 160 mm

Titanium look, metal
 160 mm

Graphite metallic, metal
 160 mm

Black, metal
 192 mm

Handle combination R50

Manganese bronze, metal
 64/160 mm

Front width  
150 – 350 mm 64 mm 
400 – 1200 mm 160 mm

Handle combination 857

Titanium look, metal
 96/160/320 mm

Front width  
150 – 250 mm 96 mm 
300 – 500 mm 160 mm 
600 – 1200 mm 320 mm

Handle combination 856

Black, metal
Rail handle, 17 lengths

Handles 2024 
Making distinctive  
statements

Whether knob, handle, rail handle or handle combinations:  
we are constantly extending our range of handles.  
This gives you even more ways of planning wonderfully  
balanced kitchen designs for your customers and of making  
distinctive statements.

Extended MatrixArt line-up
and finger-pull profile  
in manganese bronze

The FRAME LACK and LUGANO LACK fronts are now also  
available in a handleless MatrixArt option. The finger-pull profile  
is now also available in the new manganese bronze colour finish. 
Not only is the classy looking shade a great option for making  
a statement of elegance, it can also be featured as a subtle  
highlight with our new caramel front colour finish.

Finger-pull profile 791

Manganese bronze, metal

PG7 / L35 LUGANO LACK 
Real ash/genuine lacquer soft mat

PG6 / F30 FRAME LACK 
Genuine lacquer soft mat
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Aluminium frame door 
in Manganese bronze

Name change
from "premium white" to "white" 

The narrow aluminium frame door 
with glass and all-round handle 
profile are now also available  
in manganese bronze.

The abbreviation is staying the same,  
all that's changed is the colour  
designation.

Design:

UDDDR…, HVDR…, VDR…

PGB  Parsol glass bronze with aluminium 
frame in manganese bronze

Worktops 2024 
We have also developed new, sales-boosting decors  
in the worktop segment. Introducing oak ventura,  
for example, we are adding another real wood look  
to our choice of colour shades. The new decor finish is  
stunningly different Sand lime cream, for our CANTERA 
kitchen innovation, say: looks and feel give the  
impression of limestone or sand lime. 

E44 Oak ventura S04 Jura beige

S01 Sand lime cream S02 Sand lime lava grey

S03 Dark galizia

40 100 5025 12

Counter

40 100 5025

Counter

40 100 5025 12

Counter

40 100 5025

Counter

40 100 5025

Counter

Surrounding element decors:

PWD Premium white 	 PWD White

PWG Premium white gloss 	 PWD Gloss white

U22 Premium white PRO 	 U22 White PRO 
 
MatrixArt finger-pull profile:

790 Premium white 	 790 White
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Die Kompetenz in Sachen

Qualität

ECHT
LACK

KÜCHENFRONT

Soft Lack Frame Lack Windsor LackTorino Lack Lugano Lack

INNOVATIONS 2024

Genuine lacquer for a modern and
classy ambience in the kitchen.

Mat lacquer concept 2024 
Planning colour to suit any  
customer's taste 

Colour is inspiration, atmosphere and creativity. And provides virtually 
endless ways of individualising a kitchen.

Our mat lacquer concept paints a perfectly balanced picture of warm,  
invigorating tones and cool, calming colours. This year, the choice is 
seeing the addition of two natural nuances: caramel and sepia brown.   
 
With 20 colours to choose from, you can give yourcustomers a truly 
stunning kitchen that ticks every box.

Magnolia Sahara Lava Magma Sepia brown AvocadoCaramel Olive Henna redWhite Rose hip

BlackPlatinum greyArctic white Quartz grey Graphite Black green BlueberryDeep blue Opal
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MLINE - PROF

MLINE - PROF - LED2

MLINE - PROF - LED3

INNOVATIONS 2024

Rail systems 2024 
For the love of structured  
organisation

Our new MotionLINE rail system lets you give your customers  
a way of upgrading their kitchen with decorative features and  
of organising utensils. Besides providing handy modules, such as  
the magnetic knife or practical roll holder, MotionLINE system is  
above all a design element. This is why we have also placed a  
particular focus on integrated ambient lighting, which has exactly  
what it takes to conjure an amazing lighting mood. MotionLINE  
makes it so easy for you to give your customers the best of  
practical functionality and aesthetic appeal. 

MotionLINE aluminium profile

Modular rail system  
with a wide range of accessories  
for the kitchen and the rest of  
the home, including 2 end caps 

Profile width: 300 - 4000 mm  
Profile height: 100 mm  
Profile depth: 40 mm

MLINE - PROF 
MLINE - PROF - LED2  
MLINE - PROF - LED3

Can be controlled  
via following option: 

RA1  
Black  

All-purpose shelf,  
level with mounting slot

Width 300 mm 

MLINE - O30  

All-purpose shelf,  
below slot

Width 300 mm 

MLINE - UA30

End cap with double  
USB charger, A/C

MLINE-EK - L - USB   
End cap on left  

MLINE-EK - R - USB   
End cap on right   

Hook rail

4 hooks

MLINE - HL   
Black  

LED surface mounted light 
can be fitted into the profile  
on site

LED - ABL  
Black

90° inside corner 

MLINE - IE90   
Black

Magnetic knife holder 

MLINE - MH   
Black

Roll holder 

MLINE - RH   
Black

MotionLINE shelves for rail system

Extending down  
from rail system  
 
Carcase height 300 mm

MLINE - R - 45 - 30  (center alignment) 
MLINE - R - 60 - 30  (center alignment) 
 
Carcase height  450 mm

MLINE - RU - 45 - 45 
MLINE - RU - 60 - 45 
 
Carcase height  900 mm 

MLINE - RU - 45 - 90   
MLINE - RU - 60 - 90 
 
Carcase height 1200 mm 

MLINE - RU - 45 - 120   
MLINE - RU - 60 - 120

Carcase height 300 mm

MLINE - RF - 45 - 30 
MLINE - RF - 60 - 30 
 
Carcase height 900 mm 

MLINE - RF - 45 - 90   
MLINE - RF - 60 - 90

Extending above  
rail system  
 
Carcase height 900 mm 

MLINE - RO - 45 - 90   
MLINE - RO - 60 - 90 
 
Carcase height 1200 mm 

MLINE - RO - 45 - 120   
MLINE - RO - 60 - 120

Carcase height 450 mm

MLINE - RF - 45 - 45 
MLINE - RF - 60 - 45 
 
Carcase height 1200 mm 

MLINE - RF - 45 - 120   
MLINE - RF - 60 - 120

Without connection to the rail system  
for free planning
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Cabinetry 2024 
New releases and range  
additions

New cabinet solutions are set to give our 2024 product line up 
ever greater versatility and variation. Our innovative, trend- 
focused new releases give you even more creative flexibility 
planning your kitchen and tweaking individual components. 
And once again cut fine figures as perfect storage solutions.  
An extremely practical innovation is the additional carcase  
width of 75 cm which, for instance, accommodates wider-type 
refrigerators.

2 doors, 1 fixed shelf,  
2 adjustable shelves, 4 interior pull-outs 

Carcase depth 350 mm

VIT 30/40/45/50/60 - 195/210/225 - H

Carcase depth 460 mm  

VIT 30/40/45/50/60 - 195/210/225 - 50 - H

Carcase depth 560 mm  

VIT 30/40/45/50/60 - 195/210/225 - 39 - H 

Tall units and appliance housings  
Extended range

Larder units with split fronts –  
not pinned

2 doors, 1 fixed shelf,  
4 adjustable shelves

Carcase depth 350 mm 
VT 30/40/45/50/60 - 195/210/225 - H

Carcase depth 460 mm 
VT 30/40/45/50/60 - 195/210/225 - 50 - H

Carcase depth 560 mm 
VT 30/40/45/50/60 - 195/210/225 - 39 - H

Tall units and appliance housings  
Carcase width 750 mm

Larder unit

2 doors, 1 fixed shelf,  
4 adjustable shelves 
 
Carcase height 1950 mm

VT 75 - 195 
 
Carcase height 2100 mm

VT 75 - 210 
 
Carcase height 2250 mm

VT 75 - 225

Appliance housing 

1 aperture with 2 doors for integrated 
refrigerator/freezer 
 
Carcase height 1950 mm

GKG 75 - 195 - 190 
 
Carcase height 2100 mm

GKG 75 - 210 - 190/194 
 
Carcase height 2250 mm

GKG 75 - 225 - 190/194

Tall units and appliance housings  
Extended range

Larder, appliance and modular units 
with 750/1500 mm front layout 

Carcase height 2250 mm

Article ending VT 30 - 225 -15

All available cabinet types and all  
cabinet filler panels for 750/1500 mm  
front layout as well as for 900/1200 mm  
(Matrix900) are shown in our  
2024 Sales Manual.

Pinned full-length door with drag plinth

Carcase sides with top panel but without side plinth  
 
Carcase depth 350 mm   

DTR 75/90/100/120 - 195/210/225 - 39

Carcase depth 560 mm  

DTR 75/90/100/120 - 195/210/225

Carcase depth 1200 mm  

DTR 75/90/100/120 - 195/210/225 - 120

Full-length door with drag plinth

Handle hole is drilled on site, 
includes alignment fitting

Carcase sides with top panel but without side plinth  
 
Carcase depth 350 mm  

DTRD 90/100/120 - 195/210/225 - 39

Carcase depth 560 mm  

DTRD 90/100/120 - 195/210/225

Carcase depth 1200 mm  

DTRD 90/100/120 - 195/210/225 - 120

Tall units and appliance housings  
Extended range: full-length doors

INFORMATION

As from the 2024 Collection, the 2250 mm  
full-length doors will only be pinned 
together at one point as well –  
the pinned connection at the top  
is no longer needed!

OLD NEW

PERFECT COMBINATION  
The 750 mm wide full-length doors on tall units and  
appliance housing, also in 750 mm width,  
create a clean- structured, consistent-looking front.

Ranges for uninterrupted door 

Price groups 1 and 2 are being extended to  
include the range of uninterrupted doors. 

This means the following line up will be  
additionally available for these items in future: 

PG1

 
MANHATTAN UNI

MANHATTAN  
Kiruna birch/holm oak  
Height 1500 - 1950 mm

LUCCA

PG2

 
ARTLINE

ARTWOOD  
Height 1500 - 2100 mm

FEEL

LUX

METAL

STONE  
Height 1500 mm

Base unit for water filter system 

1 door, 1 interior drawer,  
includes sink guard panel (aluminium)

Carcase height 750 mm

UWFS 45 
UWFS 60 
UWFSD 45 
UWSFD 60

Carcase height 900 mm 

UWFSD 45 - 90 - 60 
UWFSD 60 - 90 - 60

Carcase height 750 mm

YUWFSD 45 
YUWFSD 60

Carcase height 900 mm 

YUWFSD 45 - 90 - 60 
YUWFSD 45 - 90 - 60

Wall units 
Extended range

Base units

Tall units and appliance housings   
Range extended by uninterrupted doors

Wall shelf unit

Now also available in 
560 mm carcase depth, 534 mm inside depth:

HR 30/40/45/50/60 - 30/45/60/75/90/105 - 58
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12 V DC, 4 W (2700 - 6250 k), 2000 mm connection lead

for milled recess in top/bottom panel:

LED - EMO - RE 78 - O1 Stainless-steel look Carcase width 250 - 600 mm 1x built-in LED spot 
LED - EMO - RE 78 - O2  Stainless-steel look Carcase width 800 - 1200 mm 2x built-in LED spot 
LED - EMO - RE 78 - U1  Stainless-steel look Carcase width 250 - 600 mm 1x built-in LED spot 
LED - EMO - RE 78 - U2  Stainless-steel look Carcase width 800 - 1200 mm 2x built-in LED spot 
LED - EMO - RS 78 - O1  Black Carcase width 250 - 600 mm 1x built-in LED spot 
LED - EMO - RS 78 - O2  Black Carcase width 800 - 1200 mm 2x built-in LED spot 
LED - EMO - RS 78 - U1  Black Carcase width 250 - 600 mm 1x built-in LED spot 
LED - EMO - RS 78 - U2  Black Carcase width 800 - 1200 mm 2x built-in LED spot 

for milled recess in in the panel bottom :

LED - W - RE 78 - 1  Stainless-steel look Width  300 - 600 mm 1x built-in LED spot 
LED - W - RE 78 - 2  Stainless-steel look Width  601 - 1200 mm 2x built-in LED spot 
LED - W - RE 78 - 3  Stainless-steel look Width  1201 - 1800 mm 3x built-in LED spot 
LED - W - RE 78 - 4  Stainless-steel look Width  1801 - 2600 mm 4x built-in LED spot 
LED - W - RS 78 - 1 Black Width  300 - 600 mm 1x built-in LED spot 
LED - W - RS 78 - 2 Black Width  601 - 1200 mm 2x built-in LED spot 
LED - W - RS 78 - 3 Black Width  1201 - 1800 mm 3x built-in LED spot 
LED - W - RS 78 - 4 Black Width  1801 - 2600 mm 4x built-in LED spotSet consisting of:

Fitted sink with 3 1/2" basket valve 
and pop-up operation

With tap holes 
Cut-out dimensions: 435 x 495 mm

and

Mixer tap with swivelling spout

Height: 340 mm, projection: 180 mm

SET - ESPQ 1 - 50 - G

Set consisting of:

Fitted sink with 3 1/2" basket valve 
and pop-up operation

With tap holes 
Cut-out dimensions: 435 x 495 mm

and

Mixer tap with swivelling spout 
and hose spray head

Height: 300 mm, projection: 194 mm

SET - ESPQ 2 - 50 - G

Fitted sinks Stainless steel PVD*

Fitted sink sets Stainless steel PVD*

ELLECI butler sink with 3 1/2" basket valve

Colours: white, light grey, black 

1 tap hole (centre),  
2 tap holes as knock-outs

Dimensions:  
W x D x H = 900 x 635 x 205 mm

Generously sized XL sink,  
including chopping board, 8 mm HPL in black

On Black, the strainer insert, rotary centre 
and overflow are black.

Overlay:  
ELL - SPA 90 - WH/LG/BL

Butler sink Keratek

Fitted sinks & more 
2024

Whether black-all-over look in a dark kitchen or as a stylish  
statement in combination with our very latest front colours finishes: 
sinks and mixers taps in dark-looking finishes are still right on 
trend, which is why we are constantly expanding our range  
in this direction.

ELLECI fitted sink with 3 1/2" basket 
valve and pop-up operation

Colours: white, light grey, black 

3 tap holes as knock-outs 
Cut-out dimensions: W x D = 490 x 480 mm

Overlay:  
ELL - BES 50 - WH/LG/BL

Flush:  
ELL - FBES 50 - WH/LG/BL

4 tap holes as knock-outs 
Cut-out dimensions: W x D = 770 x 480 mm

Overlay:  
ELL - BES 80 - WH/LG/BL

Flush:  
ELL - FBES 80 - WH/LG/BL

2 tap holes as knock-outs 
With drainage surface 
Cut-out dimensions: W x D = 980 x 480 mm

Overlay:  
ELL - BES 100 - WH/LG/BL

Fitted sinks Keratek

NOBILI soap dispenser

Capacity 300 ml 
Cut-out dimensions: 25 - 35 mm (drill hole)

Z - ESP - SP - CH Chrome 
Z - ESP - SP - BL Black 

Accessoires

* PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) is a long-lasting coloured surface
coating with a better surface hardness and scratch resistance than chrome.

STERNHAGEN fitted sink with 3 1/2" 
basket valve and pop-up operation

Colour: Graphite mat

2 tap holes 
Cut-out dimensions: W x D = 435 x 495 mm

ESP - QA 45 - 50 - G

2 tap holes 
Cut-out dimensions: W x D = 735 x 495 mm

ESP - QA 75 - 50 - G

STERNHAGEN fitted sink with 3 1/2“ 
basket valve 

Without tap holes 
Cut-out dimensions: W x D = 435 x 435 mm

ESP - Q 45 - 50 - G

Without tap holes 
Cut-out dimensions: W x D = 735 x 435 mm

ESP - Q 75 - 50 - G

Lighting 2024
New lighting ideas for the kitchen 

Can be used in all furniture types  
(for kitchen, utility room, living and SPA)

For switching light ON behind closed furni-
ture doors as soon as door is opened  
(refrigerator effect) 

Emotive

LED - EMO - SENSOR  Black 

Sensor switch

Built-in LED spot including milled recess in top/bottom panel

with motion sensor,  
switches on automatically for 10 seconds 
including 150 mm charging cable 

5 V DC, 0.5 W

LED - UBL 10 Black 

LED surface-mounted light, rechargeable battery

Plinth corners and corner strips 

Colour finishes added to the mat carcase decors 

Available in the carcase decors of: 

ARW  Arctic white GTD  Graphite 
PWD  White  BET  Concrete 
AWD  Magnolia AEN  Natural bough oak 
SHD  Sahara CED  Chalet oak 
PGD  Platinum grey ED9  Volcanic oak 
QGD  Quartz grey

Accessoires

Additional colour finishes

Cover caps for display-cabinet wall mounts 
are colour-matched to carcase decors.

Colour matching follows the pattern applied to shelf units. 

Colour matching

Plinth corner, stainless-steel

Plinth corner, quartz grey

Plinth corner, black

Aluminium protective shelf

AVM - SB 45/59/60/80/90/100 

Bottom profile for connection 
to the worktop

Aluminium, including flaps

Bottom profile, stainless-steel look 
Length 2000 or 4000 mm: 

NVD - A - PROF 20/40 U - E

Bottom profile, black  
Length 2000 or 4000 mm: 

NVD - A - PROF 20/40 U - S
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For the love
of…

…consistent design

Nolte Küchen's product world embraces more than kitchens. 
The NolteLIVING range also provides a huge choice of  
furniture for the home's dining, living and hallway areas,  
making design consistency possible in the crossover from 
kitchen to living room – as if all were cast from one and the 
same mould. With this in mind, we are constantly expanding 
our range of cabinetry, sideboards and shelf units and,  
once again, have lined up a number of new releases for  
you and your customers in 2024 too. 

Loving every attention to detail, we always  
try to think of everything and develop  
all-embracing designs from start to finish.  
As from now, you also have several new  
cabinet leg options to choose from as the key 
to configuring your customers' furniture.
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Nolte LIVING 2024 
New releases  
and range additions

Presenting a look of harmony, the overall aura of a  
home defines that all-important feel-good factor.  
This makes it so important to create a sense of harmony  
by balancing all parts of the home. From personal  
retreat to the open-plan eat-in kitchen with crossover  
to the dining area right through to hallway solutions:  
Nolte LIVING gives you a line-up that lets you plan  
perfectly furnished, consistently designed havens  
of well-being.

Base units

Tall units

Base unit (lowboard) floor-standing

1 drawer, 1 pull-out

Carcase depth 350 mm   
UAT 30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120 - 45 - 39

Carcase depth 460 mm   
UAT 30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120 - 45 - 50

Carcase depth 560 mm   
UAT 30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120 - 45 - 60

Tall unit (highboard) wall-mounted

1 uninterrupted door, 3 adjustable shelves

Carcase height 1200 mm   
VDD 30/40/45/50/60 - 120 - 39 - W

Pull-out unit (lowboard) wall-mounted

1 drawer, 1 pull-out

Carcase depth 350 mm   
UAT 30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120 - 45 - 39 - W

Carcase depth 460 mm   
UAT 30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120 - 45 - 50 - W

Tall unit wall-mounted

2 doors, 1 fixed shelf,  
2 adjustable shelves 

Carcase height 1200 mm  
VT 30/40/45/50/60 - 120 - 39 - W

Tall unit (highboard) wall-mounted

1 door, 2 adjustable shelves, 
1 pull-out

Carcase height 1200 mm   
VATD 30/40/45/50/60 - 120 - 39 - W

Tall unit (highboard) wall-mounted

1 door, 2 adjustable shelves, 
1 drawer, 1 pull-out

Carcase height 1200 mm   
VAT 30/40/45/50/60 - 120 - 39 - W

Tall unit (highboard) wall-mounted

2 doors, 1 open compartment, 
2 adjustable shelves

Carcase height 1200 mm   
VTO 30/40/45/50/60 - 120 - 39 - W

Tall unit (highboard) wall-mounted

1 door, 1 adjustable shelf, 
1 open compartment, 1 pull-out

Carcase height 1200 mm   
VAZO 30/40/45/50/60 - 120 - 39 - W

Tall shelf unit (highboard) wall-mounted

Inside depth 347 mm 
4 adjustable shelves

Carcase height 1200 mm  
HR 30/40/45/50/60 - 120

Carcase height 1500 mm   
HR 30/40/45/50/60 - 150

Base unit (sideboard) wall-mounted 

1 door, 2 adjustable shelves

Carcase height 750 mm   
UDD 30/40/45/50/60 - 75 - 39 - W

Carcase height 900 mm   
UDD 30/40/45/50/60 - 90 - 39 - W

Base unit (sideboard) wall-mounted 

1 open compartment, 1 pull-out (450 mm)

Carcase height 750 mm   
UAO 30/40/45/50/60 - 75 - 39 - W

Base units 

Furniture legs*

Pull-out unit (lowboard) floor-standing

1 drawer, 1 pull-out

Carcase depth 350 mm   
YUAT 30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120 - 57 - 39

Carcase depth 460 mm   
YUAT 30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120 - 57 - 50

Carcase depth 560 mm   
YUAT 30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120 - 57 - 60

Furniture plinth foot, set of 2 – Black

Height 150 mm 
Height adjustability: -1/+14 mm

MSF 1 - W

Furniture plinth foot, set of 2 – Black

Total height 360 mm  
Plinth height 150 mm 
Height adjustability: -1/+14 mm

MSF 2 - 39 - W Depth 250 mm 
MSF 2 - 50 - W Depth 360 mm

Furniture plinth foot, set of 2 – Black

Height 150 mm 
Square tube, 20 x 20 mm 
Height adjustability: -1/+5 mm

MSF 4 - 39 - W Depth 250 mm 
MSF 4 - 50 - W Depth 360 mm

Furniture plinth foot, set of 2 – Black

Height 150 mm 
Square tube, 40 x 40 mm 
Height adjustability: +8 mm

MSF 3 - W

Pull-out unit (lowboard) wall-mounted

1 drawer, 1 pull-out

Carcase depth 350 mm   
YUAT 30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120 - 57 - 39 - W

Carcase depth 460 mm   
YUAT 30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120 - 57 - 50 - W

Side cladding for wall connection

in front finish

Carcase depth 350 mm Carcase depth 460 mm 
YSFUD 57 - 39 - 2 YSFUD 57 - 50 - 2

Carcase depth 560 mm   
YSFUD 57 - 60 - 2

Base-unit filler panel, in front finish

profiled on three sides 
1 cut edge (facing wall)

YUP 1 - 57 
YUP 2 - 57

Front layout as for YUAT…

* Note: can only be featured in combination with  
wall-mounted cabinets.

Wall unit

"Work mobility" wall unit

1 shelf flap, handleless, PUSH-TO-OPEN, 
internal shelf,  
layout (300/600/300mm)

2 centre panels, 5 adjustable shelves

HMA 120 - 45 - 46

Hallway system hook – Black

GAR - HK

Hallway system hook

Garment rail, aluminium – Black

Length 1200 mm 
with 2 holders for attaching to sides

Lengths can be reduced on site.

GAR - ST - S

Garment rail, aluminium – Black

Length 1200 mm 
with 2 holders for attaching to fixed shelves at top

Lengths can be reduced on site.

Lengths can be reduced on site.

GAR - ST - O
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W H A T  I S  n o l t e n e o ? 
Clean, purist lines. Exclusive fronts and fascinating  
details. Colours and materials that enter a harmonious  
dialogue and are in balance with practical design.  
A nolteneo kitchen makes spaces into a statement, and 
is an expression of individuality and freedom of choice. 
From a wide range of planning options to exclusive 
fronts and design elements, nolteneo opens up entirely 
new dimensions in individualisation. 

D E S I G N E R  E L E M E N T S  F R O M  n o l t e n e o

M a t r i x A r t  O N E

is the design-focused, handleless kitchen: just one single 
handle trim profile below the worktop – which, of course, 
can be illuminated too, creates a particularly neat and 
graphic look. The top-most front is opened by the hand-
le trim profile, the ones below by the PUSH-TO-OPEN 
assisted opening function.
 

S H A D O W  R E V E A L

Graphic and dif ferent – the 12 mm shadow reveal  
between front and side panel creates a completely new 
contour that adds a stylish designer element to every 
kitchen.
 

M a t r i x Z E R O

perfectly complements the new shadow reveal. In con-
junction with the neoBOX, PUSH-TO-OPEN for drawers 
and pull-outs gives you yet a further option for designing  
your handleless kitchen.
 

D E S I G N E R  H A N D L E

Above all, nolteneo is synonymous with the many ways 
of individualising a kitchen. Characteristic of this are  
exclusive nolteneo products such as the large, semi- 
circular handles which, although discreetly understated 
in this kitchen, make stylish eye-catchers.
 

nolteneo
discover here 

https://www.nolte-kuechen.com/en-gb/nolte-neo
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P U R I S T I C  S T A T E M E N T 

neoLEAF in golden oak is a dream come true for lovers 
of kitchens with a continuous wood look. The new decor 
has a subtle grain structure, which you can hardly tell 
apart from genuine wood because of the synchronous  
pore finish. Matching panels and worktops fur ther  
enhance the puris tic appearance in this MatrixZERO  
design. The eye is drawn to the light grey worktop,  
which runs through the whole island as a visual divider 
and becomes a table. Design handles pick up the colour 
while protruding panels render a special touch to the 
sideboard in the living area.

D I S T I N C T I V E  C R O S S O V E R 

When the country-home atmosphere of a chalet is sup-
posed to meet the industrial style, it is time for you to 
introduce neoNATURE. Knots and a thick veneer with 
an embossed sur face are the characteristics of the new 
front in Oak Cottage, which we have combined here to 
great ef fect with FRAME LACK in black soft mat. To make 
the contrast even stronger, neoGRID works well as a 
design element between the wooden fronts. Two worlds 
unite in a kitchen with substance and an unmistakable 
charm, guaranteed to leave a lasting impression.

neoLEAF Golden oak
 

neoLEAF 842 - Golden oak • Carcase GTD - Graphite 
Worktop - Ceramic (provided by the customer) / E45 - Golden oak  
End panels GOE - Golden oak • MatrixZERO • neoBOX - PUSH

neoNATURE Oak cottage  
FRAME LACK Black soft mat
 

neoNATURE 633 - Oak cot tage • FRAME LACK A18 - Black sof t mat 
Carcase GTD - Graphite • Worktop U23 - Black PRO 
End panels LMZ - Lacquer, black sof t mat • MatrixZERO • neoBOX - PUSH
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C O M M U N I C A T I V E  C E N T R E 

If there are two variants for the new ARTLINE range at 
entry-level price point then, of course, you also need the 
respective extension for neoLODGE! Oak diamond is the 
name of the light, fluted veneer that gives this kitchen its 
distinct character. Combining GLAS TEC SATIN in white 
results in a modern mix of materials with glass and wood. 
Through the absence of wall units, the island becomes 
the main element in this design. By way of reducing to 
the essentials, cooking and communication take centre 
stage. Minimalists will be delighted!

M I R R O R E D  S T O R A G E  S P A C E 

Using cont inuous,  handle-f ree mir ror door f ronts  
neoMIRROR on large units lets you achieve two things  
at once: you skilfully hide the storage space behind 
them whilst making the room itself look bigger, thus also  
making said units appear less massive. The light, cool 
mirror sur face is an ideal match for SOFT LACK and 
new warm shade sepia brown soft mat. The minimalist  
appearance of MatrixZERO makes a feature of the  
practical combination of units and table top and  
the new lowboards from the Living range, shown with a 
nolteneo plinth rack.

neoLODGE Oak diamond, fluted 
GLAS TEC SATIN White
 

neoLODGE 664 - Oak diamond, fluted • GLAS TEC SATIN 17W - White
Carcase GTD - Graphite / PWD - White • Worktop G59 - Real glass, white
MatrixZERO • neoBOX - PUSH

SOFT LACK Sepia brown soft mat 
neoMIRROR mirror
 

SOFT LACK 76U - Sepia brown sof t mat • neoMIRROR 905 - Mirror 
Carcase GTD - Graphite • Worktop S04 - Jura beige 
End panels LMU lacquer, sepia brown soft mat • MatrixZERO • neoBOX - PUSH
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The exclusive nolteneo fronts are only available  
in combination with the neoBOX drawer system.

F R O N T S  &  W O R K T O P S  2 0 2 4

E45 Golden oak

PG3 / L25 neoLEAF 
Melamine resin mat 
with synchronous pore

PG7 / L26 neoLODGE 
Mat lacquered veneer 
with milled grooves

PG8 / L25 neoNATURE 
Veneer with embossing 

842 Golden oak

Surrounding elements: 
D2 GOE Melamine resin, golden oak 
(visible sides, plinths, shelves,  
end panels)

664 Oak diamond, fluted

Surrounding elements: 
D6 FE4 Veneer, oak diamond 
(visible sides, plinths, shelves,  
end panels)

633 Oak cottage

Surrounding elements: 
D6 FEE Veneer, oak cottage 
(visible sides, plinths, shelves,  
end panels)

Counter
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The way we operate today  
is set to determine the world we  

leave behind for our future  
generations. Sustainability is our 

promise for a better future.

Inherent throughout our entire company and its entire value chain,
the guiding principle of sustainability is reflected in everything we do  
and the way we think. It is firmly embedded in our broad-ranging  
corporate strategy with a view to achieving lasting improvements for  
mankind and nature.

THE COMPANY 

As a matter of good corporate gover- 
nance and the associated values,  
we have established resilient structures, 
processes and partnerships over a  
period of many years. High quality;  
modern aesthetics, sustainability and  
an attractive price-performance ratio  
are the factors that are always taken  
into account in our product range.  
So, for instance, over 99 % of the woods 
we use complies with the principles  
of sustainable wood criteria.

THE ENVIRONMENT

As a company, we have made it our  
aim to maintain a responsible and  
sustainable use of natural resources. 
Thanks to our effective climate manage-
ment, we are able to manufacture our 
products in a climate-neutral manner at 
our two operating bases in Löhne and 
Melle. The main fuel sources at Nolte 
Küchen are certified green electricity  
and our boilers, which operate with  
offcut wood from production.

THE PEOPLE  

Our members of staff are particularly  
close to our heart. Their dedication, 
knowledge, experience and curiosity  
are what define us as Nolte Küchen.  
For this reason, we are pleased  
to assist our staff in furthering their  
development – both on the work side 
through basic and further training  
as well as on a private level by  
respecting and enhancing their  
work-life balance.

THE SOCIETY 

Ever since Nolte Küchen was first  
founded, we have cultivated close ties  
with the region, and we actively foster  
its well-being and growth. Social  
commitment is a tradition for us, and  
we have placed great emphasis on it  
from the very first day. We help people 
and regions in emergency situations,  
such as educational institutions, associ- 
ations and foundations that are involved  
in child protection. Our credo: support  
is given where support is needed.

OUR COMMITMENT TO ...

Discover here the
 NOLTE  

SUSTAINABILITY
REPORT 

https://www.nolte-kuechen.com/en-gb/company/sustainability
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